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Browning Trail Cameras now offers you a range of 10 different trail
cameras and related accessories to help you capture great images of wildlife.
The complete range of trail cameras and accessories have been designed with you in
mind, to deliver excellent quality results in the field. Whether you are trying to
capture stunning wildlife pictures, or just interested to see who or what is moving
around your property or shoot. This stunning line-up of 10 different trail cameras
have the features you will need.

“All of our trail cameras feature incredible trigger speeds of less than one second, so
you won’t miss any action. Our cameras are also capable of capturing images in
stunning HD video with sound whilst also recording ambient climate conditions” said
the team from Browning Branded.com, and added “imagine being able to take a 2minute HD video clip of deer or fox walking around the edge of your field or
garden...and being able to hear what’s going on as well. That is the Browning Trail
Camera advantage!”

There are 10 different trail cameras within the range with prices starting from just
£99.00. All of the trail cameras capture crisp, clear colour images and video during
the day, and at night, use Browning advanced IR illumination technology that
discretely illuminates wildlife so not to spook them. Our night picture quality is the
best in the industry offering clear high-resolution images.
There is also a wide range of useful accessories to accompany the range which can
be viewed at www.browningbranded.com
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Editor’s notes
Images shown =
• Spec Ops FHD Platinum Series Cameras – Model BTC-8FHD-P =
£185.00
• Tree mount = £29.99
High Resolution images are available on request.
For more information please call David Stapley on 07973 303936

